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1 General information 

1.1 Overview 

1.1.1 Frequencies are being awarded in three bands that together total 

270 MHz of spectrum: 

• 2x30 MHz in the 700 MHz band (703–733 MHz paired with 758–

788 MHz) 

• 90 MHz in the 1500 MHz band (1427–1517 MHz); and 

• 2x60 MHz in the 2100 MHz band (1920–1980 MHz paired with 

2110–2170 MHz). 

1.1.2 The available spectrum is being auctioned off on a national basis.  

1.1.3 In the course of the award procedure, extended coverage obligations 

(some of which are bound to certain frequencies) will also be assigned, 

as well as an obligation to provide a wholesale offer (‘MVNO obligation’).  

1.1.4 These extended coverage obligations are defined in addition to the obli-

gation to provide coverage for a certain number of cadastral municipali-

ties currently lacking adequate coverage.  

• For the extended coverage obligations bound to certain frequency 

blocks, a list of cadastral municipalities is specified for each block 

of this kind. The winner of this block is required to provide cover-

age for a certain number of these communities (some of these also 

having higher priority than others). Winners are at liberty to state 

which specific cadastral municipalities they intend to provide cov-

erage to in fulfilment of this obligation. 

• In addition, other extended coverage obligations not bound to 

spectrum will be auctioned off at a separate stage. Successful 

winners of spectrum may undertake to provide coverage to other 

cadastral municipalities in return for a price discount.  

For further details, please see section 4 of the Tender Document.  

1.1.5 The award procedure is split into a total of five stages. 

• In the first stage, frequencies in the 700 and 2100 MHz bands are 

awarded as abstract frequency blocks (that is, awarded only as 

bandwidth plus their associated extended coverage obligations, 

but not in relation to the position of defined blocks within the re-

spective band). 

• In a second stage, frequencies in the 1500 MHz band are then 

awarded as abstract frequency blocks. 

• A third stage is used to determine which specific frequencies within 

the bands will be assigned to the winners of spectrum in the first 

two stages. 

• The MVNO obligation is auctioned off in a fourth stage. 
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• Additional extended coverage obligations not bound to frequencies 

are then auctioned off in the fifth and final stage. 

1.1.6 The auctioning off of abstract frequency blocks during stage 1 and stage 

2 utilises the simultaneous multi-round (SMR) auction format. Bidders 

will not typically bid on specific blocks, however, but will specify the 

number of blocks they wish to acquire in a lot category for the applicable 

round price. At the end of a bidding round, the auctioneer determines the 

provisional winners of the available blocks. If new bids are placed or 

waivers are used within a round, then a further round of bidding is com-

pleted. If only provisional winning bids are available at the current round 

price, the round price increases for the next bidding round. If there is no 

further bidding round, then the provisional winning bids become the ac-

tual winning bids and the successful bidders then pay the corresponding 

prices for the bids that they have won. 

1.1.7 Applicants may take part in the first two stages of the auction procedure 

if they have not been excluded from the spectrum award procedure as 

specified in Art. 55 Par. 8 of the Telecommunications Act (TKG 2003).  

1.1.8 The maximum amount of spectrum that a bidder may acquire at auction 

in stages 1 and 2 is limited by any of the following: 

• The spectrum caps set by the Telekom-Control-Kommission (TKK) 

(see also section 7.4 of the Tender Document and the terms under 

3) 

• The bidding restrictions according to the provisions in 4.6.2 

• The bidding limit resulting from the bank guarantee provided by the 

bidder (cf. section 7.3 of the Tender Document)  

1.1.9 Stage 3 is conducted as a single sealed bidding round in which winners 

of spectrum submit bids for various combinations of specific frequency 

blocks, thereby enabling the mutually compatible assignment of contigu-

ous spectrum to the winners of spectrum in each band (assignment op-

tions). Winning bids are identified by determining the combination of mu-

tually compatible bids with the highest total value in each band. The 

winners receive the actual frequency blocks contained in their respective 

winning bids at what are termed ‘additional prices’, which are calculated 

on the basis of a modified second price rule. The third stage of the auc-

tion procedure is open to those applicants who in the preceding stages 

acquired abstract frequency blocks, where more than one assignment 

option exists for these blocks. 

1.1.10 Stage 4 is conducted as a single sealed bidding round in which the win-

ners of spectrum are invited to indicate their readiness to accept the 

MVNO obligation in return for a reduction in the price to be paid for the 

use of their acquired spectrum. The MVNO obligation is accordingly im-

posed on the bidder who is prepared to accept it for the smallest reduc-

tion in price. 
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1.1.11 Stage 5 is conducted as a single sealed bidding round in which the win-

ners of spectrum are invited to indicate their readiness to accept addi-

tional coverage obligations in return for a reduction in the price to be 

paid for the use of their acquired spectrum.  

1.1.12 The total price to be paid by a successful bidder is calculated as the sum 

of the bidder’s successful bids during the first two stages, plus the addi-

tional price less the deductions determined during the fourth and fifth 

stage as a result of accepting the MVNO obligation and/or any additional 

coverage obligations. 

1.1.13 The auctioneer is the TKK or a member as commissioned by that body. 

The TKK may also entrust the handling of the auction to members of the 

Telecommunications Division of the Austrian Regulatory Authority for 

Broadcasting and Telecommunications (RTR). 

1.2 Bids and bid submission 

1.2.1 All bids are submitted electronically via auction software (EAS). The pro-

cess for bid submission is described in detail in the auction software us-

er guide, which will be provided to bidders in good time before the com-

mencement of the first stage of the procedure.  

1.2.2 The submission of bids without EAS (by fax, phone or email, for exam-

ple) is permitted only in exceptional cases. The submission of bids with-

out EAS may be permissible, for example, if technical problems occur 

that prohibit bid submission via the auction software. It is for the auc-

tioneer to decide whether such an exceptional case applies. A detailed 

description of the process for submitting bids without EAS is given in the 

rules of procedure. Bids will only be accepted if they are valid within the 

meaning of the Auction Rules and conform to the bank guarantee rules 

set out in section 7.3 of the Tender Document. 

1.3 Collusion and cancellation of the procedure 

1.3.1 Any coaction of applicants or the applicants’ shareholders, whether di-

rect or indirect, with the intent of influencing the course or result of the 

auction (collusive behaviour) is prohibited. Collusive behaviour on the 

part of applicants before or during the auction procedure can lead to 

their exclusion from subsequent stages of the procedure (Art. 55 Par. 9 

TKG 2003). The auctioneer is entitled to take all suitable measures to 

prevent collusive behaviour.  

1.3.2 Other potential grounds for exclusion from the procedure include threats 

against competitors as well as disclosure of participation in the auction, 

of bids, or of bidding strategies, even prior to the auction procedure. 

1.3.3 In this context, reference is also made to the provisions of general com-

petition law and to Art. 168b of the Austrian Criminal Code (StGB). 

1.3.4 The TKK is entitled to cancel the auction procedure if it discovers collu-

sion between applicants and an efficient, fair and non-discriminatory 

procedure cannot be conducted (Art. 55 Par. 12 No. 1 TKG 2003), or if 
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there are other important reasons that endanger the proper and correct 

organisation and completion of the auction procedure. In such cases, the 

TKK will decide whether the procedure should be terminated in accord-

ance with section 2.4 of the Tender Document or whether a new auction 

date should instead be set. 

2 Items for auction 

2.1 Items for auction in stage 1 

2.1.1 The spectrum is initially assigned in the form of abstract frequency 

blocks. Abstract frequency blocks are defined by their respective band-

width as well as any extended coverage obligations associated with the 

blocks. A more detailed description of the terms and conditions of use as 

well as the licence terms for the blocks is given in section 3 of the Ten-

der Document, as are the extended coverage obligations associated 

with individual blocks.  

2.1.2 For the purpose of applying the rules of activity, each block is assigned a 

certain number of bidding points in stage 1. The bidding points per block 

vary from one lot category to another and are listed in Table 1.  

2.1.3 The round prices for the first round correspond to the minimum bids 

listed in Table 1, each for a single frequency block in the respective lot 

category. 

2.1.4 In the 700 MHz band, a total of six blocks are available, each with a 

bandwidth of 2x5 MHz. Each block in this band is associated with a spe-

cific extended coverage obligation that defines the lot category (Aa to 

Af).  

2.1.5 In the 2100 MHz band, a total of twelve blocks are available, each with a 

bandwidth of 2x5 MHz. All blocks in this band are awarded in a single lot 

category (lot category C). 
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Table 1: Lot categories in stage 1 

Lot catego-

ry 

Extended  

coverage obligation 

Number 

of blocks 

Bidding 

points 

Minimum price 

Aa See section 4.3 and appen-

dix G.1 

1 2 EUR 16,600,000 

Ab See section 4.3 and appen-

dix G.2 

1 2 EUR 16,600,000 

Ac See section 4.3 and appen-

dix G.3 

1 2 EUR 16,600,000 

Ad See section 4.3 and appen-

dix G.4 

1 2 EUR 16,600,000 

Ae See section 4.3 and appen-

dix G.5 

1 2 EUR 16,600,000 

Af See section 4.3 and appen-

dix G.6 

1 2 EUR 16,600,000 

C N/A 12 1 EUR 14,200,000 

 

2.2 Items for auction in stage 2 

2.2.1 The spectrum is initially assigned in the form of abstract frequency 

blocks. A more detailed description of the terms and conditions of use as 

well as the licence terms for the blocks is given in section 3 of the Ten-

der Document.  

2.2.2 In the 1500 MHz band, a total of nine blocks of 10 MHz are available, 

although one block is subject to highly restrictive usage conditions. This 

block is assigned during stage 3, which means that only eight blocks are 

available during stage 2. These eight blocks are awarded in a single lot 

category (B).  

2.2.3 The round price for the first round is set at EUR 3,125,000.  

2.3 Items for auction in stage 3 

2.3.1 To determine the specific assignment options in stage 3, blocks in the 

bands are numbered consecutively, starting at the lower end of the fre-

quency range, as follows: blocks in the 700 MHz band are numbered 

from A01 to A06; blocks in the 1500 MHz band are numbered from B01 

to B09; and blocks in the 2100 MHz band are numbered from C01 to 

C12. The following table lists the specific frequency assignments for the 

respective blocks. 
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2: Summary of specific frequency assignments 

Label Frequency range  

A01 703–708 MHz/758–763 MHz 

A02 708–713 MHz/763–768 MHz 

A03 713–718 MHz/768–773 MHz 

A04 718–723 MHz/773–778 MHz 

A05 723–728 MHz/778–783 MHz 

A06 728–733 MHz/783–788 MHz 

B01 1427–1437 MHz 

B02 1437–1447 MHz 

B03 1447–1457 MHz 

B04 1457–1467 MHz 

B05 1467 – 1477 MHz 

B06 1477–1487 MHz 

B07 1487–1497 MHz 

B08 1497–1507 MHz 

B09 1507–1517 MHz 

C01 1920–1925 MHz/ 2110–2115 MHz 

C02 1925–1930 MHz/ 2115–2120 MHz 

C03 1930–1935 MHz/ 2120–2125 MHz 

C04 1935–1940 MHz/ 2125–2130 MHz 

C05 1940–1945 MHz/ 2130–2135 MHz 

C06 1945–1950 MHz/ 2135–2140 MHz 

C07 1950–1955 MHz/ 2140–2145 MHz 

C08 1955–1960 MHz/ 2145–2150 MHz 

C09 1960–1965 MHz/ 2150–2155 MHz 

C10 1965–1970 MHz/ 2155–2160 MHz 

C11 1970–1975 MHz/ 2160–2165 MHz 

C12 1975–1980 MHz/ 2165–2170 MHz 

2.3.2 The auctioneer uses the frequency blocks acquired by the bidders dur-

ing the first two stages to determine a potential allocation of blocks for 

each bidder, such that contiguous spectrum is assigned to each bidder 

within each band while also keeping together any unsold frequencies as 

a contiguous block of spectrum. The bidders then bid on these assign-

ment options. 
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2.4 Items for auction in stage 4 

2.4.1 In stage 4, a single lot is auctioned off, namely the obligation to provide 

wholesale services for MVNOs. For details of how this obligation is de-

fined, please see section 6 of the Tender Document. 

2.4.2 This obligation is assigned after at least one bidder has indicated a read-

iness to accept a price discount that is less than the maximum discount 

specified by the auctioneer. 

2.5 Items for auction in stage 5 

2.5.1 In stage 5, obligations to provide coverage for cadastral municipalities 

are auctioned off where these obligations were not nominated by net-

work operators who acquired blocks in lot category A in the first stage or 

specified by the auctioneer. Before stage 5 starts, the auctioneer pro-

vides a list of the cadastral municipalities that are still available. Bidders 

nominate the number of cadastral municipalities and the price discount 

they would require in order to accept an obligation to provide coverage. 

2.5.2 These kinds of coverage obligations are assigned to bidders in a way 

that maximises the total number of communities provided with additional 

coverage based on a specified budget for financing the price discounts 

according to the provisions in 7.4. 

3 Spectrum caps 

3.1 Individual spectrum caps 

To safeguard competition in downstream markets, there is a limit (spec-

trum cap) placed on the total number of frequency blocks that a bidder 

may acquire by auction (individual spectrum caps). Restrictions as fol-

lows apply (refer also to section 7.4 of the Tender Document): 

i In the 700 MHz band, each bidder may acquire a maximum of four 

blocks with the exception of A1 Telekom Austria AG, which is re-

stricted to a maximum of two blocks. 

ii In the 2100 MHz band, each bidder may acquire a maximum of 

eight blocks. 

iii In the 1500 MHz band, each bidder may acquire a maximum of six 

blocks. 

iv A1 Telekom Austria AG may acquire a maximum of 130 MHz over 

all three bands. 

3.2 Joint spectrum cap 

In addition, A1 Telekom Austria AG and T-Mobile Austria GmbH are 

subject to the restriction that they may not jointly acquire more than 15 

blocks in total in the 700 and 2100 MHz bands (joint spectrum cap). 
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4 Stages 1 and 2 

4.1 General information 

4.1.1 The two stages 1 and 2 use an identical auction format, and differ only in 

terms of the relevant spectrum caps and the rules of activity. Both stag-

es are conducted as simultaneous multi-round (SMR) auctions, as fol-

lows: 

• Each stage comprises one or more bidding rounds, in which the 

bidders submit bids on the lots available in that round. 

• At the end of each bidding round, the auctioneer provisionally de-

termines winning bids and establishes whether another bidding 

round is necessary. 

• If no further bidding round is necessary, the provisional winning 

bids become actual winning bids—the bidders receive the corre-

sponding number of frequency blocks in the respective band at the 

prices specified in the provisional winning bids. 

• Otherwise, the auctioneer conducts another bidding round in order 

to give those bidders who do not hold the desired amount of provi-

sional winning bids a chance to overbid the provisional winners 

(who are also free to increase their own provisional winning bids). 

4.1.2 Another bidding round becomes necessary in a stage if new bids have 

been placed or waivers have been exercised in a round and rule 4.8.2 is 

not applicable (see 4.5.3 and 4.5.4). 

4.2 Bidding rounds  

4.2.1 A bidding round is a period of time set by the auctioneer within which 

bidders submit their bids.  

4.2.2 The scheduling of bidding rounds is at the discretion of the auctioneer. In 

particular, the auctioneer may schedule the round duration and the time 

between the rounds as is considered appropriate to ensure the proper 

and expeditious completion of the auction. However, it is not envisaged 

that a bidding round should last less than 30 minutes or more than two 

hours.  

4.2.3 Bidding rounds will not start before 9 am and not after 6 pm on normal 

working days in Austria. While no limit is placed on the number of bid-

ding rounds per day, it is not envisaged that more than eight bidding 

rounds should be held per day.  

4.2.4 The auctioneer informs bidders of the start of a bidding round at least 10 

minutes before the round is due to start. At the same time, the auc-

tioneer provides each bidder with the following information: 

• The length of the planned bidding round. 

• The round prices for each lot category. 
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• The number of blocks in each lot category for which the bidder re-

ceives provisional winning bids, as well as the price per block in 

these provisional winning bids. 

• From the second bidding round, the number of blocks in each lot 

category for which bids were submitted at the round price in the 

preceding round—that is, the number of newly placed bids as well 

as the number of winning bids not increased from the previous 

round price.  

• The maximum bid amount (bid limit) resulting from the bank guar-

antee provided by the bidder. 

• The number of waivers remaining to the bidder.  

4.2.5 At the end of each auction day, the auctioneer also informs bidders 

about the provisional round plan for the following day. This information is 

non-binding and the auctioneer may elect to hold fewer rounds than the 

number originally planned. The number of rounds held on an auction day 

never exceeds the number announced by the auctioneer the day before. 

4.3 Bids 

4.3.1 A bid is a binding offer to acquire a lot in a specific lot category at the 

round price set for that category in the respective round in which the bid 

has been submitted. 

4.3.2 A bid is submitted by specifying the number of blocks that the bidder 

wishes to acquire in a lot category at the specific round price (that is, a 

bidder may formally submit multiple bids in a lot category that contains 

multiple blocks).  

4.3.3 To clarify: only some of the bids submitted by a bidder in a round might 

be provisionally awarded as winning bids, and at the end of the stage a 

bidder might win only some of the bids that bidder has placed. 

4.3.4 Bids are submitted using the auction software and must be received 

within the period of time set for the round by the auctioneer. The sub-

mission of bids without EAS is permitted only in exceptional cases (see 

1.2.2). 

4.4 Round prices  

4.4.1 In each bidding round, the auctioneer sets a price per frequency block 

for each lot category (the round price). The round prices in the first bid-

ding round correspond to the minimum bids listed in the tables above.  

4.4.2 If another bidding round is required, the round price then increases for 

the next bidding round in a lot category by a price increment specified by 

the auctioneer, if and when: 

i the number of the blocks provisionally awarded at the round price is 

the same as the number of blocks available in the category; or 
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ii application of the joint spectrum cap has prevented the provisional 

awarding of blocks.  

Otherwise, the round price remains unchanged for the next round. An il-

lustration of this pricing rule is given in appendix A.2. 

4.4.3 The setting of price increments is at the discretion of the auctioneer. 

Price increments may vary across the individual lot categories and may 

be specified as a percentage increment or as an absolute increment (in 

addition, round prices may, if required, be rounded up to the next multi-

ple of EUR 1,000).  

4.4.4 The auctioneer will set the price increments so as to ensure that the auc-

tion completes in an orderly and expeditious fashion. However, the 

round price will not increase from one bidding round to the next by more 

than 15% (plus any amount needed to round up to the next multiple of 

EUR 1,000).  

4.4.5 At the end of each auction day, the auctioneer informs bidders about the 

increments planned for the next auction day. This information is none-

theless non-binding, and the auctioneer may choose to set the incre-

ments at a lower level than announced if this would appear to improve 

the efficiency of the procedure. This means that round prices do not in-

crease faster than bidders would anticipate from the preliminary infor-

mation they received. 

4.5 Rules of activity 

4.5.1 A bidder’s level of activity in a round is as follows: 

i In stage 1, the total of bidding points for blocks for which the bidder 

holds a provisional winning bid, in the lot categories in which the 

bidder does not submit a new bid, plus the bidding points for blocks 

for which the bidder bids. 

ii In stage 2, the number of blocks for which a bidder bids or for which 

the bidder holds a provisional winning bid at the start of the round. 

4.5.2 A bidder’s bidding eligibility in a round is determined as follows: 

i In the first bidding round of stage 1, eligibility is determined by the 

spectrum caps applying to the bidder. 

ii In each of the following bidding rounds in stage 1, eligibility is the 

same as the bidder’s minimum activity in the previous round, plus 

one bidding point, and the bidder’s bidding eligibility in the preced-

ing round, if the bidder submitted bids for at least one block in that 

round, or is the same as the bidder’s bidding eligibility in the preced-

ing round, if the bidder has exercised a waiver, or equals zero if the 

bidder has neither submitted a bid nor exercised a waiver. 

iii In the first bidding round of stage 2, eligibility is determined by the 

bidder’s spectrum caps while accounting for the blocks acquired in 

stage 1. 
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iv In each of the following bidding rounds in stage 2, if the bidder has 

exercised a waiver, eligibility is equal to the bidder’s activity in the 

previous round or the bidder’s bidding eligibility in the preceding 

round. 

4.5.3 Each bidder is granted three waivers at the beginning of stage 1 and one 

waiver at the beginning of stage 2. Each waiver may be exercised only 

once. Waivers are not transferable from stage 1 to stage 2. 

4.5.4 A waiver is exercised automatically if a bidder has not submitted a bid 

when the bidding round ends, and if 

i the bidder still has waivers available; and 

ii the bidder’s activity from the provisional winning bids at the begin-

ning of the round is not sufficient to maintain bidding eligibility. 

4.6 Bidder options in a bidding round 

4.6.1 In each bidding round, a bidder may act as follows:  

i Submit a bid.  

ii Exercise a waiver—provided that the bidder still has waivers availa-

ble and the bidder’s level of activity from the provisional winning 

bids held by the bidder is not sufficient to maintain bidding eligibility. 

To clarify: it is not possible to both submit bids and exercise a waiver—

even if the level of activity of bids is not sufficient to maintain bidding eli-

gibility. 

4.6.2 In submitting bids, bidders are subject to the following restrictions: 

i If the round price is higher than the price of the provisional winning 

bids, the number of bids in a lot category in which the bidder has 

received a provisional winning bid at the start of the round must be 

at least as high as the number of provisionally awarded blocks. If 

the round price is not higher than the prices of the provisional win-

ning bids, then the number of bids in a lot category must always be 

higher than the number of provisionally assigned blocks.  

ii A bidder may only specify as many blocks as the bidder may ac-

quire according to the spectrum caps in each lot category or in total 

across multiple categories—also noting that, in stage 2, the amount 

of spectrum acquired in stage 1 is also considered. 

iii Bids must not lead to an activity that exceeds a bidder’s bidding eli-

gibility. 

iv The values of the bids (that is, the total of the round prices for 

blocks in new bids as well as retained provisional winning bids) 

must not exceed the bidding limit as determined by the bank guar-

antee provided by the bidder. In stage 2, the value of the blocks ac-

quired in stage 1 is taken into account. 
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An example of the application of these criteria is provided in appendix 

A.1. 

To further clarify this point: Rule 4.6.2 (i) implies that all of a bidder’s 

bids in a lot category must be submitted at the same price and that any 

provisional winning bids held by the bidder must be replaced by submit-

ting new bids. 

4.7 Determination of provisional winning bids 

4.7.1 After the completion of a bidding round, the auctioneer determines the 

provisional winning bids for each lot category. In doing so, the auc-

tioneer proceeds as follows for each lot category within the stage for 

which new bids have been submitted: 

i First of all, all bidders who in that bidding round submitted bids for 

blocks in that category are randomly sorted. 

ii This order is then used to enter the bids submitted by the bidders 

into a waiting list. 

iii Afterwards, all retained provisional winning bids are entered into the 

waiting list in their original order. 

iv Utilising the resulting order, and in consideration of the restrictions 

applicable from the joint spectrum cap, the bids in the waiting list 

are then defined as provisional winning bids, as long as blocks are 

available in the category and the entire list has not yet been pro-

cessed in its entirety. 

v In applying the joint spectrum cap, the existing provisional awards 

to the respective bidders are taken into account in the lot categories 

already completed as well as the provisional winning bids from the 

preceding round in the categories not as yet completed. 

4.7.2 In lot categories in which no new bids have been placed, any provisional 

winning bids that were determined in the preceding round remain un-

changed.  

4.7.3 The order of bidders is determined separately for each lot category. The 

order of lot categories for determining the provisional winning bids after 

each bidding round is also determined at random. 

This process is illustrated by example in appendix A.2. 

4.8 Stage end 

4.8.1 A stage ends when no new bids are placed or no waiver is exercised in 

a round. 

4.8.2 Stage 1 may also end if new bids are submitted but those bids have no 

effect on the determination of provisional winning bids as a result of ap-

plying the joint spectrum cap. Stage 1 formally ends after three consecu-

tive rounds in which the provisional winning bids have not changed de-

spite the submission of new bids. 
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4.8.3 At that point, the provisional winning bids become actual winning bids—

that is, the bidders are awarded the blocks in their provisional winning 

bids at the respective prices for those blocks. 

4.9 Information at the end of bidding rounds 

4.9.1 At the end of each bidding round, excepting the last bidding round in a 

stage, the auctioneer provides each bidder with the following infor-

mation: 

i The bids submitted by the respective bidder.  

ii The number of blocks provisionally awarded to the bidder and the 

price of each block. 

iii The bidder’s bidding eligibility for the next bidding round. 

iv The waivers still available to the bidder. 

v For each lot category, the number of blocks in the waiting list for the 

respective lot category in terms of bids newly submitted and un-

changed provisional winning bids—that is, the aggregated demand. 

4.9.2 At the end of the last bidding round in each stage, the auctioneer informs 

each bidder about the number of blocks awarded to the respective bid-

der in each category and at which price. 

4.9.3 At the end of the last bidding round in stage 1, the auctioneer also in-

forms each winner of frequency blocks in the 700 MHz band about the 

period (three to five working days) in which the bidder must nominate the 

cadastral municipalities to which the bidder will provide coverage (cf. 

section 4.3.4 of the Tender Document). 

4.10 Nomination of cadastral municipalities 

4.10.1 After the end of stage 1, and within a period to be set by the auctioneer, 

the winners of frequencies in the 700 MHz band must notify the auc-

tioneer of the specific cadastral municipalities to which they intend to 

provide coverage in fulfilment of their assigned extended coverage obli-

gation.  

4.10.2 The format to use for this notification is specified by the auctioneer and 

is announced in the rules of procedure.  

4.10.3 If a bidder does not nominate the cadastral municipalities to which the 

bidder intends to provide coverage within the specified period, the auc-

tioneer then specifies a list of cadastral municipalities which the bidder 

must cover. This selection is made randomly. 

4.10.4 Both the cadastral municipalities nominated by the bidder and those 

specified by the auctioneer are binding. Exchanging cadastral municipal-

ities with others is possible only in accordance with the provisions set 

out in section 4.3.4 of the Tender Document. 
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5 Stage 3: 

5.1 General information 

5.1.1 Stage 3 is used for the assignment of specific frequencies to the winners 

of frequency blocks from the first two stages. 

5.1.2 The assignment of spectrum is conducted in a sealed bidding procedure 

with a modified second-price rule, and bidders accordingly submit sealed 

bids for the assignment options available to them.  

5.1.3 While the assignment bids are submitted simultaneously for all bands in 

which relevant assignment options exist, bids are evaluated separately 

for each band. 

5.1.4 Bids are submitted using the auction software and must be received 

within the period of time set for the round by the auctioneer. The sub-

mission of bids without EAS is permitted only in exceptional cases (cf. 

1.2.2). There are no round extensions in this bidding round. 

5.2 Assignment options 

5.2.1 After completion of the first two stages, the auctioneer informs all win-

ners about the assignment options that are relevant for them, namely the 

potential assignments of specific frequencies that ensure the following: 

i Subject to the specific rules for the 1500 MHz band, the bandwidth 

of the assignment corresponds to the amount of spectrum that the 

respective bidder has won in the course of the first two stages. 

ii The frequency assignments to a bidder within a band are contigu-

ous. 

iii No option excludes the assignment of contiguous spectrum to other 

bidders or the maintenance of any non-assigned blocks as contigu-

ous blocks at the upper or lower end of the respective band.  

5.2.2 For the 1500 MHz band, the following provisions also apply: 

i For the purpose of calculating the bandwidth of the assignment op-

tion, the lowest block (B01) is considered to have a bandwidth of 

0 MHz. 

ii For a bidder who has acquired six blocks in stage 2, or who has ac-

quired the maximal total amount of spectrum permitted under the 

spectrum cap applicable to this bidder during the first two stages, 

the assignment option that includes the lowest block (C1) is not 

available. 

5.3 Assignment bids 

5.3.1 Assignment bids are submitted using the auction software and must be 

received within the period of time set for the round by the auctioneer. 

There are no round extensions in this bidding round.  
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5.3.2 An assignment bid specifies the maximum amount that the bidder is 

prepared to pay for an assignment option in order to be assigned the 

spectrum specified in that option. 

5.3.3 Any amount (as an integer euro value) can be bid for the individual as-

signment options. The minimum bid in the assignment stage is EUR 0 

for each assignment option. There is no ceiling set for maximum bids. 

5.3.4 If bidders do not submit an assignment bid for a potential assignment 

option designated for them, a corresponding bid of EUR 0 is generated 

automatically for that option. If bidders do not submit an assignment bid 

before the end of the assignment round, a bid with a bid amount of 

EUR 0 is generated automatically for each assignment option. 

5.4 Determination of winners and prices 

5.4.1 After the end of the bidding round, the auctioneer determines, from all 

bids submitted by bidders and generated automatically by the auction 

software, the combination of bids in each case that is able to satisfy the 

following conditions: 

i Exactly one bid per bidder is considered. 

ii The assignment of frequency blocks associated with the bids is mu-

tually compatible and spectrum is uniquely assigned. Accordingly, 

the assignment results in a band plan in which individual bidders 

are assigned specific frequencies amounting to the spectrum won in 

the principle stage (stage 1 and 2) in each band, and no frequency 

block is assigned to more than one bidder. 

iii The sum of bid amounts is not lower than the sum of each alterna-

tive combination of bids that satisfies the first two conditions. 

iv If only a single combination of assignment bids satisfies the condi-

tions given in (iii), then this is the combination of successful bids.  

v If multiple combinations of assignment bids meet the conditions giv-

en in (iii), then the combination of successful assignment bids is de-

termined at random. 

vi Individual bidders receive the frequency blocks as specified in their 

bid within the successful combination of bids and pay the additional 

price in accordance with the rules below. 

A formal description of the process for determining additional prices is 

provided in appendix B. 

5.4.2 An additional price required to be paid by the successful bidder is de-

termined for each successful assignment bid. Additional prices are de-

termined collectively for all bidders and must meet the following condi-

tions: 

i The additional price for any and every successful bid cannot be 

negative. The additional price for any and every successful bid can-

not be higher than the amount bid. 
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ii Additional prices are those prices with the lowest total value that 

satisfy the condition given in rule (i) and ensure that the combina-

tion of successful bids at the respective additional prices satisfies 

the conditions given in rule 5.4.1. Accordingly, additional prices are 

the lowest prices that successful individual bidders would have had 

to bid in order to have been successful with their bids.  

iii If only one combination of prices satisfies the conditions given in 

rules (i) and (ii), then those prices, rounded up to an integer euro 

valuean integer, are used as the additional prices.  

iv Where multiple groups of prices fulfil these conditions, the combina-

tion of additional prices is used that best approximates the combina-

tion of opportunity costs as determined for each winner individually, 

in each case rounded up to an integer euro value. The opportunity 

costs determined individually for a bidder constitute the lowest bid in 

accordance with rule (i) capable of ensuring that the combination of 

successful bids satisfies the conditions in rule 5.4.1 if all other win-

ners pay their original bid amount. 

5.5 End of stage 3 

5.5.1 Once the auctioneer has determined the successful additional bids and 

the additional prices to be paid for those bids, bidders are informed 

about the specific frequency assignments in each of the bands.  

5.5.2 Individual bidders are also informed about the additional price they have 

to pay. 

6 Stage 4: 

6.1 General information 

6.1.1 Stage 4 is used for the assignment of the MVNO obligation to one win-

ner of frequency blocks from the first two stages. 

6.1.2 Assignment of the MVNO obligation is conducted as a sealed bidding 

procedure. Stage 4 consists of a single sealed bidding round.  

6.1.3 Before the bidding round starts, the auctioneer informs each bidder 

about the price the bidder is to pay after the first three stages. This cor-

responds to the total of winning bids in the first three stages plus the ad-

ditional price. 

6.2 Bid submission 

6.2.1 Bids are submitted using the auction software and must be received 

within the period of time set for the round by the auctioneer. The sub-

mission of bids without EAS is permitted only in exceptional cases (cf. 

1.2.2). There are no round extensions in this bidding round.  

6.2.2 Each bidder may submit a maximum of one bid by specifying the dis-

count on the overall price, as determined by the bidder’s bids in the pre-
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ceding stages, for which the bidder is prepared to accept the MVNO ob-

ligation. 

6.2.3 The bid amount can be chosen as required (as an integer EUR value) 

and its upper limit is the price to be paid by the bidder based on the bids 

submitted in the previous rounds. 

6.3 Determination of winners and round end 

6.3.1 After the round is complete, the auctioneer identifies the lowest bid. If 

that bid is not higher than the maximum amount specified by the auc-

tioneer at which the MVNO obligation may be assigned, the price to be 

paid by the successful bidder is reduced by the bid amount and the bid-

der accepts the MVNO obligation. If multiple bids are made at this same 

lowest price, the bid is chosen at random. 

6.3.2 The auctioneer informs the successful bidder of having been assigned 

the MVNO obligation, also stating the total price to be paid by that bidder 

after deducting the price discount. 

7 Stage 5: 

7.1 General information 

7.1.1 In stage 5, winners of spectrum from the first two stages are offered an 

opportunity to provide coverage to a number of cadastral municipalities 

exceeding those required for the fulfilment of the obligations assigned in 

stage 1, in return for a (further) discount on the price to be paid by these 

winners.  

7.1.2 Assignment of additional extended coverage obligations is conducted as 

a sealed bidding procedure. Stage 5 consists of a single sealed bidding 

round.  

7.1.3 Before the bidding round starts, the auctioneer provides each bidder with 

the list of cadastral municipalities yet to receive coverage. These are the 

cadastral municipalities that were not nominated for the fulfilment of the 

coverage obligations assigned in the first stage.  

7.1.4 The auctioneer also informs each bidder about the price the bidder is to 

pay after the first four stages. This corresponds to the total of winning 

bids in the first two stages plus the additional price, less any price dis-

count that is applicable from stage 4.  

7.2 Bids for additional extended coverage obligations 

A bid to accept additional extended coverage obligations consists of the 

following specification: 

• A number of cadastral municipalities (selectable from the list of ca-

dastral municipalities still requiring coverage) for which the bidder 

is prepared to provide coverage. 
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• A price discount for which the bidder will accept the coverage obli-

gation for these communities. 

7.3 Bid submission 

7.3.1 Bids are submitted using the auction software and must be received 

within the period of time set for the round by the auctioneer. The sub-

mission of bids without EAS is permitted only in exceptional cases (cf. 

1.2.2). There are no round extensions in this bidding round.  

7.3.2 Each bidder may submit multiple, mutually exclusive bids (that is, the 

bidder may overall win only one of these bids). Bids must differ in terms 

of the number of cadastral municipalities specified in each bid. Accord-

ingly, no two bids may specify the same number of cadastral municipali-

ties. The price discount can be chosen as required (as an integer EUR 

value) and its upper limit is the price to be paid by the bidder based on 

the bids submitted in the previous rounds (after deducting any price dis-

count for accepting the MVNO obligation). 

7.4 Determination of winners and prices 

7.4.1 Bids with a price discount exceeding a maximum price discount speci-

fied by the auctioneer for the respective number of cadastral municipali-

ties are not considered further in the procedure. 

7.4.2 The auctioneer then considers all remaining bids to determine the com-

bination of bids that, taken together, specifies the maximum number of 

cadastral municipalities while also applying the following criteria: 

i The sum of cadastral municipalities must not exceed the number of 

cadastral municipalities still requiring coverage. 

ii The sum of the price discounts requested must not exceed the 

budget as set by the auctioneer. 

7.4.3 If there are multiple combinations of bids with the same highest overall 

number of cadastral municipalities, the auctioneer selects the combina-

tion with the lowest total price discount. The winner is decided at random 

if there are multiple combinations of bids with the same highest overall 

number of cadastral municipalities and the same lowest total price dis-

count. An illustrative example is given in appendix C. 

7.4.4 The combination of bids thereby determined is the winning combination. 

The successful bidders receive the price discount that they specified and 

in return accept the additional obligation to provide coverage to their 

specified number of cadastral municipalities.  

7.5 End of stage 5 

7.5.1 Once the auctioneer has determined the successful bids for accepting 

additional extended coverage obligations, bidders are informed of the 

number of municipalities for which they must provide coverage and the 

price discount granted in return for this obligation. The provisions used 
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to select the actual communities for which successful bidders must pro-

vide coverage can be found in section 4.3.4 of the Tender Document. 

8 End of the auction 

8.1 Information at the end of the auction 

Once the auction is completed, all bidders are provided with the follow-

ing information: 

• The spectrum acquired by each bidder in each category. 

• Whether the MVNO obligation was assigned and if so, the identity 

of the bidder who has accepted the MVNO obligation. 

• The number of cadastral municipalities for which each bidder will 

provide coverage. 

• The overall price to be paid by each bidder. 
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Appendix A: Illustration of the auction procedure in 

stage 1 and 2 

A.1 Examples of valid bids 

For simplicity’s sake, we consider stage 2. We assume that three bidders (X, Y 

and Z) bid for spectrum in the 1500 MHz band. We also assume that each bidder 

has won two blocks in the 700 MHz band in stage 1, with X and Y winning three 

blocks each in the 2100 MHz band, and Z (who is subject to a spectrum cap of 

130 MHz across all bands) winning the remaining six blocks.   

In the first round of stage 2, X and Y may therefore bid on a maximum of six 

blocks, and Z may bid on a maximum of five. 

We assume that each bidder bids on four blocks in the first round, with X and Y 

provisionally being each awarded four blocks at the round price P1 at the end of 

the round. Since all provisional winning bids have been awarded at the round 

price, the round price for the next bidding round increases to P2. 

If X wishes to submit a bid in the next round, this bid must comprise exactly four 

blocks. 

We assume that Z bids for two blocks in the next round and that neither of the 

other two bidders submits a bid. After the round concludes, Z is provisionally 

awarded two blocks at price P2. We also assume that the provisional award of 

four blocks to Y at price P1 remains unchanged and that the other blocks remain 

provisionally awarded to bidder X at price P1. Some provisional winning bids 

have not been awarded at the round price: as a result, a price increase is not 

required for the next round. 

X may now bid for two or more blocks; the round price now exceeds the price at 

which the bidder receives a provisional winning bid. The same applies to Y, alt-

hough the rules of activity limit Y to four blocks. Z would have to bid on more than 

two blocks—but this is prohibited by the rules of activity. 

A.2 Provisional winning bids and round prices 

We assume that three bidders (X, Y and Z) have made bids for blocks in the 

700 MHz band (lot categories Aa to Af) and in the 2100 MHz band (lot category 

C) at the round prices of 200 and 100, specifically: 

• X bids on Aa and Ab, and eight C blocks.  

• Y bids on Ab, Ac, Ad and Af, and six C blocks.  

• Z bids on Ad, Ae and Af, and four C blocks.  

X and Y are subject to the joint spectrum cap of 2x75 MHz across the 700 and 

2100 MHz bands. 
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The order in which the provisional winning bid will be selected in the bands is 

determined randomly. We assume that the lot categories will be processed in the 

following order: 

C – Ab – Af – Aa – Ac – Ad – Ae. 

Lot category C 

The auctioneer randomly determines an order for the bidders, which we assume 

results in the following order: Y – X – Z. This produces a waiting list as follows: 

 

The entire bid submitted by bidder Y becomes a provisional winning bid. A total of 

six blocks are then available, which are provisionally awarded to bidder X. Bidder 

X therefore receives a provisional winning bid for only some of the 2100 MHz 

spectrum in which X is interested. Bidder Z receives nothing in the 2100 MHz 

band in this round. Provisionally awarded winning bids are shown in bold type. 

Lot categories Aa to Af 

We assume that the order of bidders in the respective categories is as shown in 

the following table. 

Category Bids from… Ranking 

Ab X, Y X–Y 

Af Y, Z Z–Y 

Aa X X 

Ac Y Y 

Ad Y, Z Y–Z 

Ae Z Z 

In Ab to Ad, provisional awards can be made as indicated by the order of bidders. 

However, an assignment of the block in Ad to Y would violate the joint spectrum 

cap: as a result, this block is provisionally awarded to bidder Z.1  

The following picture therefore emerges for the provisional awards after the first 

round:2 

                                                

1 Please note: Application of the joint spectrum cap means that the provisional awards depend on 

the order of lot categories. If lot category Ac were to be processed last, for example, bidder Y would 
then receive the provisional award in the category Ad and the block in Ac would not be provisionally 
awarded as yet.  

2 By way of example: If lot category C were to be processed last, the following situation would re-

sult: 

 

 

Y Y Y Y Y Y X X X X X X X X Z Z Z Z

Verfügbare BlöckeAvailable blocks 
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Category X Y Z 

Aa 1@200   

Ab 1@200   

Ac  1@200  

Ad   1@200 

Ae   1@200 

Af   1@200 

C 6@100 6@100  

 

All provisional awards are at the round price: accordingly, the prices in both cate-

gories increase according to rule 4.4.2 (i), i.e. to 220 in categories Aa to Af, for 

example, and to 110 in category B.  

The next round 

In the next round, we now assume that bidder Y bids for Ab, Ad and Af, and that 

bidder Z bids for four blocks in category C. We further assume that provisional 

winning bids in the lot categories in which new bids have been placed are deter-

mined in the following order (provisional winning bids in the other categories re-

main unchanged): 

Ad – Ab – C–Af 

In category Ad, a higher bid has in fact been submitted by Y. However, this can-

not be provisionally awarded, since an award of this kind would infringe the joint 

spectrum cap when taking into account the provisional winning bids from the pre-

ceding round in the categories Aa and Ac (unchanged), and Ab and C (not yet 

completed). In category Ab, however, the block can be provisionally awarded to 

                                                

Category X Y Z 

Aa 1@200   

Ab 1@200   

Ac  1@200  

Ad  1@200  

Ae   1@200 

Af   1@200 

C 5@100 6@100 1@100 
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bidder Y, since this constitutes an exchange with X that accordingly results in no 

infringement of the joint spectrum cap. 

In category C, the waiting list is as follows: 

 

All four blocks for which bidder Z has made a bid can be provisionally awarded. 

For the remaining eight blocks, the earlier provisional awards to Y (six blocks) 

and X (two blocks) remain in place. 

Following the annulment of provisional awards of blocks in the 2100 MHz band to 

bidder X, Af can now also be awarded to Y. 

The situation at the end of the round is as follows: 

Category X Y Z 

Aa 1@200   

Ab  1@220  

Ac  1@200  

Ad   1@200 

Ae   1@200 

Af  1@220  

C 2@100 6@100 4@110 

A price increase is required in the categories Ab and Af (all provisional awards at 

the round price), and in category Ad (provisional award prevented by joint spec-

trum cap). 

 

Z Z Z Z Y Y Y Y Y Y X X X X X X X X

Verfügbare BlöckeAvailable blocks 
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Appendix B: Determination of additional prices 

The following procedure results in additional prices that satisfy the criteria in rule 

5.4.2.  

The following definitions apply here: 

�: Number of bidders who have won spectrum in the band and who 

therefore participate in stage 3. 

��⋆: Value of the successful assignment bid from bidder � in the combina-

tion of assignment bids determined in compliance with rule 5.4.1 

��	: Maximum bid value from the winners determined in accordance with 

rule 5.4.1 if the bids from bidders in 
 ⊆ � are set to zero (that is, 

��� = 0 and ��∅ = ∑ ��⋆�∈�  ). 
��
�: Opportunity costs of assignment of spectrum in the successful as-

signment bids of bidders in 
 ⊆ �, i.e. ��
� = ��	 − ∑ ��⋆�∈	  

�� Assignment price for bidder � 
Step 1: Determine a price combination �⋆ that minimises revenues as a solution 

to the optimisation problem below: 

min � ��
�∈�

 

applying the ancillary conditions: 

� ��
�∈	

≥ ��
�∀
 ⊆ � 

Step 2: If ∑ ��⋆ =  ∑ �������∈��∈� , the solution is unambiguous and the prices that 

minimise revenues are identical to the individual opportunity costs  

Step 3: Otherwise, determine the additional prices by solving the following opti-

misation problem: 

min � �� − ������!"

�∈�
 

applying the ancillary conditions 

� ��
�∈	

≥ ��
�∀
 ⊆ � 

� ��
�∈�

= � ��⋆
�∈�

  

Step 4: The prices determined are rounded up to integer EUR values. 
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Appendix C: Example illustrating the determination of 

successful bids in stage 5 

We assume that 100 cadastral municipalities remain without coverage for stage 5 

and that the following bids have been made: 

Bidder Bid ID Number Price discount Maximum  
price discount 

X X1 10 1000 1500 

X2 20 2500 3000 

X3 30 4000 4500 

X4 50 8000 7500 

Y Y1 10 1300 1500 

Y2 15 2000 2250 

Y3 25 3500 3750 

Y4 30 5000 4500 

Y5 40 8000 6000 

Z Z1 20 1800 3000 

Z2 25 2000 3750 

Z3 30 5000 4500 

We assume that the auctioneer has set a maximum price discount per cadastral 

municipality of 150. This means that the bids marked in grey are no longer con-

sidered. 

The following tables show the total number of cadastral municipalities for all pos-

sible combinations of remaining bids and the total price discounts as requested  

No bid by Z No bid by Y Y1 Y2 Y3 

No bid by X 0/0 10/1300 15/2000 25/3500 

X1 10/1000 20/2300 25/3000 35/4500 

X2 20/2500 30/3800 35/4500 45/6000 

X3 30/4000 40/5300 45/6000 55/7500 

 

Z1 No bid by Y Y1 Y2 Y3 

No bid by X 20/1800 30/3100 35/3800 45/5300 

X1 30/2800 40/4100 45/4800 55/6300 

X2 40/4300 50/5600 55/6300 65/7800 

X3 50/5800 60/7100 65/7800 75/9300 
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Z2 No bid by Y Y1 Y2 Y3 

No bid by X 25/2000 35/3300 40/4000 50/5500 

X1 35/3000 45/4300 50/5000 60/6500 

X2 45/4500 55/5800 60/6500 70/8000 

X3 55/6000 65/7300 70/8000 80/9500 

 

We assume that the maximum available budget is 6000, which means that the 

greyed-out bid combinations are now excluded because of this budget. 

With the available budget, additional coverage can be provided to a maximum of 

55 additional cadastral municipalities (highlighted in green)—either by the combi-

nation of X3 and Z2 or by the combination of X2, Y1 and Z2. The latter combina-

tion would result in a lower overall price discount and is therefore selected (cell 

with red border). 

 

 

 

 


